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When faith outshines fear, you become something extraordinaryAll forces come together in a
final battle for good over evil. A sealed book has the answers, and only the children have the
power to open it, but not until they prove their faith.A Doorway Back to Forever: BECOME puts
you to the test: Do you have the courage to believe in your Awakening and let it take you on the
path to become the hero you were born to be?“I would recommend this story to Christians and
non-Christians alike. The magic in Nanette's storytelling doesn't separate us—it brings us
together. Your heart will glow with starshine on every page!” ~Tina Morlock, editor and author of
Where the Bad Seeds Grow."Nanette O'Neal delights us with the finale you've been waiting for—
a series full of hope. It's more than just fantasy and entertainment. It takes you on a path of
BECOMING what you were meant to be: a child of God who learns the warrior way of courage,
faith, trust, honor, defending and conquering life. You have a sense from beginning to end that
O'Neal had a vision to enlighten the reader through stories we need to get us through these
times—masterfully." ~Ivette Lee, author of The Satan Model:Exposing Serial Killers and
Satan"Nanette O’Neal did an amazing job of bring all of the previous story-lines into focus,
putting all of the puzzles together to make a beautiful completed picture. This final book was so
action packed that I couldn't put it down. I felt like I was watching a John Wick movie, only all
three of the movies put together." ~DeLane Davidson, husband, father, grandfather, and avid
reader."Nanette O'Neal is genius . . . how she is able to bring biblical symbolism to life with
endearing characters and plot twists that take you on the most amazing adventure for all age
levels. I felt as if she wrote this series especially for me, personally, to bring me pure hope just
when I was about to lose all hope for my family. You'll absolutely want to read it again and again."
~Stacy Ebersole, wife, mother, and daughter of God.“Nanette strikes gold in her fantasy series
with the most thrilling grand finale! You will fall in love with its heroes, tremble at the villains, and
envision yourself in a bold and daring plot that has you on the edge of your seat from cover to
cover. Her wisdom, imagination, and artistry will empower the hero in you to truly become that
sparkling gem you were destined to be.” ~Kristin Landgren, author of the faith-based series,
Heaven Heals.“Entertaining and inspiring—this is a winning combination for families, children,
and individuals to escape from reality, bond with great characters, fight along with them, and
become the real-life heroes they are born to be.” ~David Branderhorst, CEO and founder of
Design, Launch, Grow.“If you’ve been looking for meaningful, feel-good stories that inspire
children and families to face their challenges and rise to victory, you’ll find them here behind A
Doorway Back to Forever!” ~Dexter Godfrey, International Motivational Speaker and John
Maxwell Faculty Member.“Fiction and fantasy books inspire us to overcome the demons we face
in our world today. That is how I felt as I read BECOME which completes the series for the
Eeberheem children. They faced their individual fears and overcame the evil that plagued their
world, encouraging me and my children to do the same. BECOME has the power to do that for
you as well.” —April Tribe Giauque MSED, Author of Pinpoints of Light: Escaping the Abyss of
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Nansi Krauss, “A wonderful wrap up. As much as I looked forward to this book, I hated to see this
series end! Nanette O'Neal once again writes a delightful and engaging book in her Doorway
Back To Forever series. Each book, and perhaps mostly in this one, O'Neal reminds us of how
doing the right thing may not be the most expedient path, but it's always the best one.
Throughout the series, her writing has painted a beautiful picture of each character and we
shared their journeys. In this final chapter, we are treated to an action-packed story filled with
real heroes I easily root for and villains I almost audibly booed! Nanette O'Neal delivers a
message of hope and overcoming that buoys the spirits of young and old alike. I highly
recommend it!”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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